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Truly Me
Friendship Event
This easy-to-use planner provides everything
you’ll need to host an engaging event based
on the new Truly Me: Friends Forever book.
Girls will be entertained by the games and
activities we’ve included for your store’s use.
Start planning an event today!

Printable Activities Components
• “Drawing Conclusions” card sheet
• Friendship Style quiz sheet
• Birthday Botch story sheets (two versions)

• Top Secret message sheet with decoder charts

• Origami box paper (lid and bottom)
• Origami box instructions

• Doodle Code sheet

Setting Up

• Read through the planner and choose the mix of activities that suits your store and customers, and the time you have
available. Do the pre-event preparations as noted. (Note: the “Birthday Botch” story activity should not be done without the “Friendship Style” quiz, since it relies on concepts that are established in the quiz discussion.)

• Place signs in your children’s section or near the cash register to promote the event. Post a sign-up sheet in your store,
and encourage girls to bring friends.

• Advertise the event with announcements in your store’s newsletter; on your website; at local schools and libraries; with
Girl Scout troops; and in your local newspaper.

• For every girl you expect to attend, make a copy of each of the reproducibles you plan to use. Have blank 8.5-by-11

inch paper, scissors, pencils, transparent tape, sheets of translucent parchment or tracing paper, and markers available—
including dark markers that can be visible through the back of the parchment or tracing paper. Cut along the lines on
the “Drawing Conclusions” sheet and stack the cards into a single deck.

• Consider merchandising the Truly Me books in or near the areas where you’re hosting the event.
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Activities & Games
Here’s a selection of activities you can use to promote the Truly Me: Friends Forever book.
Host an event with the mix of activities that suits your customers’ interests and the space,
time, and staff you have available.

Getting Started and Book Introduction
Welcome the participants to the event. Introduce Truly Me: Friends Forever using the talking
prompt below.
Talking Prompt
Truly Me is all about being uniquely you—about exploring and expressing who you really are.
And Friends Forever is full of activities for friends to do together—celebrating each other by
having fun and being creative. Today’s event will explore the different ways we connect to our
friends. We’ll also consider why our words and actions sometimes miss the mark.
We’ve expanded on this theme throughout this event planner by pulling in related activities
from the book Truly Me: Friends Forever as well as all-new exclusive material.

Icebreaker: Do You Read Me?
Gather the girls in a circle. Hand out to each girl a sheet of thin see-through parchment or
tracing paper and a dark marker. Use the following talking prompt to introduce and explain the
activity.
Talking Prompt
Have you ever noticed that sometimes when you’re talking to your friends, it seems as if
they get everything you say backward? Why is that? We’re going to do an activity to illustrate
what’s going on.
Use your marker to write your first name in big, dark letters on your sheet of paper. Note
that when you hold the sheet up so that it looks correct from your perspective, your name
shows through the paper backward. We’re going to go around the circle introducing ourselves.
Each person will hold up her sign so that it looks correct to her. You’ll say, “Hi, my name is
______________,” and say your real first name. The rest of the group will answer all together,
“Hi, ______________,” and try to pronounce the backward name that we see.

Drawing Conclusions

Ballet | Dance | Ballerina

Cheer | Cheerleader

Karate | Tae Kwon Do | Kick

Cook | Chef | Mix

Ball | Soccer | Football

Birthday | Box | Bow
Present/Gift

Umbrella | Rain | Cloud

Butterfly | Wings
Caterpillar

Pizza | Toppings
Pepperoni

Ice Cream | Cone | Scoop

Birthday | Cake | Candles

Pancakes | Flapjacks
Syrup

Dolphin | Porpoise | Water

Owl | Bird | Hoot

Horse | Saddle | Neigh

Cat | Meow | Mouse/Mice
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Cut out around the solid lines

“Drawing Conclusions” Game
Have the girls pair up. If there is an odd number of girls, ask who wants to be your partner.
Each girl gets a sheet of regular 8.5-by-11 inch paper, a pencil, and a “Drawing Conclusions”
game card. Tell the girls not to show their cards to their partner. They should also designate
one partner as the Speaker and the other as the Artist. Use the following talking prompt to
introduce and explain the game.
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Talking Prompt
Have you ever had an idea or experience that you really wanted to tell your friend about, but
you didn’t have the right words to describe it? Or have you ever listened to a story and felt
like you didn’t quite understand it because something was missing? In this game, your goal is to
get around those obstacles.

Friendship
Style Quiz
1.

3.

When blowing out the candles
on your birthday cake, you wish
for . . .

The best
things in
aren’t things . . .
they’re your

life

friends.

On Father’s Day, what present
would you give your dad?
a. A laughing coffee mug

a. trick candles. They’re hilarious!
b. world peace, of course.

b. A framed picture of the two of
you when you were a baby

c. to run a faster mile than
all of the boys in gym class.

d. Binoculars for bird-watching

6.

c. A baseball cap

d. a puppy. No, wait—
two puppies.

The perfect sleepover
must include . . .
a. silly slippers.

e. A book of crossword puzzles

b. best friends.

f. A handmade “#1 Dad” T-shirt

e. a tree fort all your own.
f. a craft studio filled
with endless supplies.

4.

c. plenty of games.
d. a stuffed animal from home.

You finally have the TV all to
yourself. You turn on . . .

e. lots of movies.

a. cartoons.

f. homemade snacks.

b. a movie that you know will make
you want to cry.

7.

c. highlights from your gymnastic
meet.

b. your mom adds a note in
your lunch bag.

e. a miniseries based on a book you
read.

c. you can eat it quickly and
get outside to play.

f. a musical with lots of singing and
dancing.

5.

d. you can share sandwich crumbs
with the squirrels.

When you grow up you
want to be . . .

Snow day! School has been
canceled. You spend your
time off . . .

e. you eat it while listening
on headphones.

a. a game show host.

f. you made it yourself.

b. a nurse.

a. building an upside-down
snowman. He’s doing a
headstand!

8.

c. a professional volleyball player.
d. a veterinarian.
e. an author.

b. helping your neighbors shovel.

Which fingerprint doodle
below best represents you?
e.

b.

a.

f. a fashion designer.

c. ice-skating at the rink.

Lunch is best when . . .
a. your pudding lid includes
a joke to tell your friends.

d. a documentary about pandas.

2.

c.

f.

d.

d. designing a snow obstacle course
for your dog.
e. reading a book while drinking a
mug of hot chocolate.
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Something that
upsets her

®

wondered, What went wrong?

GIRL B

couldn’t wait to go home. _______ felt terrible and

ignoring her
holding her back

Something that
upsets her

noisy
busy
hectic

GIRL A

comfy
relaxing
calm

Adjective she
does not like

GIRL A
place GIRL A enjoys

was drowning. By the time the party was over, _______

place GIRL B likes

instead of in _____________? _______ felt like she

movies
table games

Adjective she likes

many/few
something that upsets GIRL A

invited, and why did they have to be in _____________

GIRL A
adjective GIRL A does not like

_____________. Why had so _______ people been

breezy
fast
exciting

lonely
cramped
boring

Adjective she
does not like

Adjective she likes

adjective GIRL A does not like

Noun she likes

activity GIRL A enjoys

activity GIRL B enjoys

_____________, and _______ felt like everyone was

to _____________. It was _____________ and

Her friends

a few close friends
a small group of friends
two best friends

GIRL A

her bedroom
the living room
her private tree fort

Place she enjoys

Noun she likes

carnival games
a basketball hoop

wanted to _____________, everyone else wanted

It looked like a lot of fun—but whenever _______

noun GIRL B likes

place GIRL B likes

and _____________ set up in _____________.

Her friends

the local park
the backyard
the gym at school
GIRL B’s friends

GIRL A

lots of casual friends
a huge crowd of friends
a bajillion friends
GIRL A

_______! She smiled and laughed. There was food

shouting “Surprise!” It was a surprise birthday party for

When _______ arrived, she saw _____________

Activity she enjoys

read
write stories and poems
watch movies
relax quietly
go for a quiet walk

Place she enjoys
activity GIRL A enjoys

_______ over to her house to _____________.

GIRL B
GIRL B

GIRL A’s friends
place GIRL A enjoys

ing a girl named _______. One day, _______ invited

_____________. She had _____________, includ-

GIRL A

Girl B: Savannah

Activity she enjoys

play soccer
go in-line skating
play basketball
play tag
dance around

Girl A: Rachel
GIRL A

activity GIRL A enjoys

Birthday Botch

activity GIRL A enjoys

Once there was a girl named _______. She loved

to _____________ and _____________ in

Ready Racer Group Word Bank

AG_TM_FriendshipQuiz.pdf

Something that
upsets her
Something that
upsets her

wondered, What went wrong?

AG_TM_SoloStarGroup.pdf
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pulling her in all directions
overwhelming her

GIRL B

GIRL A

couldn’t wait to go home. _______ felt terrible and

GIRL A

was drowning. By the time the party was over, _______

place GIRL A enjoys

ignoring her
holding her back

lonely
cramped
boring

noisy
busy
hectic

place GIRL B likes

instead of in _____________? _______ felt like she

Adjective she
does not like
Adjective she
does not like
many/few
something that upsets GIRL A

GIRL A
adjective GIRL A does not like

invited, and why did they have to be in _____________

Adjective she likes

comfy
relaxing
calm

_____________. Why had so _______ people been

breezy
fast
exciting

Adjective she likes

activity GIRL B enjoys

adjective GIRL A does not like

to _____________. It was _____________ and

activity GIRL A enjoys

carnival games
a basketball hoop

movies
table games

GIRL A

_____________, and _______ felt like everyone was

Noun she likes
Noun she likes

wanted to _____________, everyone else wanted

noun GIRL B likes

place GIRL B likes

and _____________ set up in _____________.

It looked like a lot of fun—but whenever _______

Her friends

the local park
the backyard
the gym at school

lots of casual friends
a huge crowd of friends
a bajillion friends

Her friends

her bedroom
the living room
her private tree fort
GIRL B’s friends

GIRL A

a few close friends
a small group of friends
two best friends
GIRL A

shouting “Surprise!” It was a surprise birthday party for

When _______ arrived, she saw _____________

GIRL A

activity GIRL A enjoys

_______ over to her house to _____________.

GIRL B
GIRL B

GIRL A’s friends
place GIRL A enjoys

ing a girl named _______. One day, _______ invited

_____________. She had _____________, includ-

_______! She smiled and laughed. There was food

Place she enjoys
Place she enjoys

Activity she enjoys

Girl B: Rachel

play soccer
go in-line skating
play basketball
play tag
dance around

Activity she enjoys

read
write stories and poems
watch movies
relax quietly
go for a quiet walk

Girl A: Savannah
GIRL A

activity GIRL A enjoys

Birthday Botch

activity GIRL A enjoys

Star Solo Group Word Bank

AG_TM_ReadyRacerGroup.pdf

Once there was a girl named _______. She loved

Friendship Style Quiz
Gather the girls in a circle. Hand out a “Friendship Style” quiz sheet and a pencil to each girl.
Use the talking prompt below to begin the activity.

f. knitting a new scarf.

to _____________ and _____________ in

Each card has a picture on it. The Speaker will look at the card without showing it to the Artist
and describe the picture in words—no gesturing allowed! The Artist will do her best to draw
exactly what the Speaker says. But there’s a catch! On each card are words that the Speaker is
not allowed to say while describing the picture. Each round lasts three minutes. After the first
round, the Speaker and Artist switch roles for the second round. At the end, compare drawings
with cards to see how everyone did.

Talking Prompt
The way that people see the world and talk about it has a lot to do with how they
understand each other. Every girl has her own “friendship style”—the things she’s interested
in and the way she likes to connect to her friends. Let’s find out what your style is!

“Birthday Botch” Story Blanks
Divide the girls into two groups: Solo Stars and Ready Racers. Give each group the corresponding word-bank sheet and a blank Birthday Botch story sheet. Use the talking prompt
below to introduce the activity, and then follow up when it’s completed.
Talking Prompt
Sometimes our friends have the same friendship style that we do. But what if they don’t?
Take a look at the story I’ve just handed out with some of the words missing. In your groups,
go through the story and pick words from your word-bank sheet to fill in the gaps. Solo Stars,
your “Girl A” is Savannah. Ready Racers, your “Girl A” is Rachel.
(After five minutes, have the girls give you their filled-in stories. Read both stories aloud and
then resume with the talking prompt.)
Poor Savannah and Rachel! Even though they both went to all that effort to make each
other happy, they both ended up miserable. What do you think went wrong in both stories? (Encourage responses: the parties should have been switched around—the big, sporty
party for Rachel the Ready Racer and the small, quiet party for Savannah the Solo Star.)
Sometimes when we want our friends to be happy, we think of doing things that would make
US happy. But does that always work? No. When our friends have a different friendship style
than we do, we have to think from their perspective to figure out how to show them that we
care. Do you think that Rachel and Savannah will do better next time?
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Top Secret Doodle Decoder

Top Secret Doodle Code

Cut out around the solid lines

Hand out a Doodle Code sheet and a Top Secret message sheet with decoder charts to each
girl. Scissors and transparent tape should also be provided. Use the talking prompt below to
begin the activity.

Cut out around the solid lines

Top Secret

Top Secret
S:

J:

A:

T:

K:

B:

S:

J:

A:

T:

K:

B:

U:

C:

L:

U:

C:

L:

D:

M:

V:

D:

M:

V:

E:

N:

W:

E:

N:

W:

F:

O:

X:

F:

O:

X:

G:

P:

Y:

G:

P:

Y:

H:

Q:

Z:

H:

Q:

Z:

I:

R:

I:

R:
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AG_TM_Decoder.pdf
Top Secret Doodles

Talking Prompt
Our styles can differ so much that sometimes it might feel as if we’re all talking in code! How
can we decode each other? Well, every code needs a key to crack it. For us, that key is friendship! Being friends means getting to know each other and supporting each other. It means not
only accepting our differences but celebrating them. In this activity, we get to play with secret
codes and keys.
Look at the sheet of doodles I gave you. It appears to be just a bunch of pictures, doesn’t it?
But each doodle represents a letter of the alphabet. Now, take the sheet that says “Top
Secret” and cut off the blank message sheet on top. Using the decoder chart on the bottom
to help you, cut out the doodles and tape them down on your message sheet to spell out a
secret note to a friend.

Cut out around the solid lines
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AG_TM_DecoderStickers.pdf
Origami Box Instructions

1. Fold and unfold the box paper

2. Rotate paper ⁄1 8 turn. Fold

diagonally both ways. Fold it in
half both left to right and top to
bottom. Unfold it completely.

4. Unfold the top and bottom

3. Fold the bottom up to the

each corner into the center.

center line and the top down
to the center.

5. Fold the left and right sides

halves completely.

6. With left and right sides up,

into the center. Unfold halves
slightly so that the triangles
stay on the box bottom and
left and right sides stand up.

fold in at the box’s bottom
corners and fold the bottom
triangle up, over corner folds,
and in toward the center.

7. Adjust paper along the creases
to form a third side, with a
triangle flat on the box bottom.
Rotate the box; repeat steps 6–7
to form the final side.
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AG_TM_OrigamiBoxInstructions.pdf

Origami Gift Box Craft
Introduce the craft using the talking prompt below. Invite the girls to choose two pieces
of patterned paper—one for the box bottom and one for the box lid. (The box lid will be
slightly larger.)
Talking prompt:
Now that you’ve written a coded message to give to a friend, it would be fun to have a secret
way to share it—like a gift box! The gift box that you’re going to make has another secret: you
can hide your message underneath the flaps on the top and bottom. That way, even when it’s
holding your note, the box looks empty. When you finish making the bottom of your box, fold
your coded message in half and slip it inside. When your box lid is done, cut out a copy of the
decoder chart and hide it inside as well. Save one decoder chart for yourself, so that you’ll
remember what all the doodles mean!

Origami Box Bottom
Cut out box lid around the solid line.

Origami Box Lid
Cut out box lid around the solid line.
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Event Tips
• This event is recommended for girls ages 8 and up. Adult supervision of the activities is
strongly recommended.
• Remember that materials may be reproduced for use with an in-store American Girl®
event only.
• This event is designed to be available to girls free of charge. Please make every effort to
accommodate all girls who are interested in this program.
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